Abstract. Since software systems are becoming increasingly more concurrent and distributed, modeling and analysis of interactions among their components is a crucial problem. In several application domains, message-based communication is used as the interaction mechanism, and the communication contract among the components of the system is specified semantically as a state machine. In the service-oriented computing domain this type of message-based communication contracts are called "choreography" specifications. A choreography specification identifies allowable ordering of message exchanges in a distributed system. A fundamental question about a choreography specification is determining its realizability, i.e., given a choreography specification, is it possible to build a distributed system that communicates exactly as the choreography specifies? In this short paper we give an overview of this problem, summarize some of the recent results and discuss its application to web service choreographies, Singularity OS channel contracts, and UML collaboration (communication) diagrams.
Introduction
Nowadays, many software systems consist of multiple components that execute concurrently on different machines that are physically distributed, and interact with each other through computer networks. Moreover, new trends in computing, such as service-oriented architecture, cloud computing, multi-core hardware, wearable computing, all point to even more concurrency and distribution among the components of software systems in the future. Concurrent and distributed software systems are increasingly used in every aspect of society and in some cases provide safety critical services. Hence, it is very important to develop techniques that guarantee that these software systems behave according to their specifications.
A crucial problem in dependability of concurrent and distributed software systems is the coordination of different components that form the whole system. In order to complete a task, components of a software system have to coordinate their executions by interacting with each other. One fundamental question is, what should be the interaction mechanism given the trend for increased level of concurrency and distribution in computing? One emerging paradigm is messagebased communication [2, 7, 10, 8] , where components interact with each other by sending and receiving messages. Given these trends, we conclude that analyzing message-based interactions among software components is a timely and significant research problem.
Specification of Message-Based Interactions
Specification and analysis of message-based interactions has been an active research area studied in several application domains including coordination in service-oriented computing [7, 12] , interactions in distributed programs [1] and process isolation at the OS level [8] .
Service oriented computing provides technologies that enable multiple organizations to integrate their businesses over the Internet. Typical execution behavior in this type of distributed systems involves a set of autonomous peers interacting with each other through messages. Modeling and analysis of interactions among the peers is a crucial problem in this domain due to following reasons: 1) Organizations may not want to share the internal details of the services they provide to other organizations. In order to achieve decoupling among different peers, it is necessary to specify the interactions among different services without referring to the details of their local implementations. 2) Modeling and analyzing the global behavior of this type of distributed systems is particularly challenging since no single party has access to the internal states of all the participating peers. Desired behaviors have to be specified as constraints on the interactions among different peers since the interactions are the only observable global behavior. Moreover, for this type of distributed systems, it might be worthwhile to specify the interactions among different peers before the services are implemented. Such a top-down design strategy may help different organizations to better coordinate their development efforts.
Choreography languages enable specification of such interactions. A choreography specification corresponds to a global ordering of the message exchange events among the peers participating to a composite service, i.e., a choreography specification identifies the set of allowable message sequences for a composite web service.
Choreography Analysis
Specification of interactions in a software system as a choreography leads to several interesting research problems [6] :
-Realizability: Given a choreography specification, determining if there exists a set of components that generate precisely the set of message sequences specified by the choreography specification.
-Synthesis: Given a choreography specification, synthesizing a set of components that generate precisely the set of message sequences specified by the choreography specification. -Conformance: Determining if a set of given components adhere to a given choreography specification. -Synchronizability: Determining if the set of interactions generated by a given set of components remain the same under asynchronous and synchronous communication.
Some formalizations of these questions lead to unsolvable problems. For example, choreography conformance problem is undecidable when asynchronous communication is used. This is because, systems where peers communicate asynchronously with unbounded FIFO message queues can simulate Turing Machines [5] .
It is important to note that the choreography analysis problem is not isolated to the area of service-oriented computing. It is a fundamental problem that appears in any area where message-based communication is used to coordinate interactions of multiple concurrent or distributed components. For example, recently, earlier results on choreography analysis have been applied to analysis of Singularity channel contracts [11] . Singularity is an experimental operating system developed by Microsoft Research in order to improve the dependability of software systems [9] . In the Singularity operating system all inter-process communication is done via messages sent through asynchronous communication channels. Each channel is governed by a channel contract [8] . A channel contract is basically a state machine that specifies the allowable ordering of messages between the client and the server. Hence, channel contracts serve the same purpose that choreography specifications serve in service oriented computing.
Recent Results
There has been some recent progress in addressing these research problems. It has been shown that synchronizability checking is decidable [3] . It can be solved by comparing the behavior of a system with synchronous communication to the behavior of the same system with bounded asynchronous communication where the queue sizes are limited to one. This result also leads to effective approaches to choreography conformance checking. Although choreography conformance problem is undecidable in general, synchronizability analysis identifies a class of systems for which choreography conformance can be checked using synchronous communication instead of asynchronous communication. This means that message queues can be removed during the conformance analysis, significantly reducing the state space of the analyzed system.
More recently, it has been shown that choreography realizability problem is decidable for systems communicating with asynchronous messages using unbounded FIFO message queues [4] . This also means that for realizable choreography specifications, synthesis problem can be solved by projecting the given choreography specification to each component that participates to the choreography.
